
Crafting Letters to Editor

Establish your credibility as a patriotic / caring American and if a veteran include it in the 
beginning or after your signature. Mention something about your service that adds to 
your credibility. Veterans are powerful voices to the American public.

Avoid attacking “the President”, Congress or American institutions. Elaborate on issues 
currently in the media before they are buried under more trivial news. Quote or refer to 
issues, articles or letters as soon as they come out. Point out inconsistencies, use history, 
refer to Our Constitution and Declaration of Independence, and quote from our founding 
fathers and famous Americans, especially when they talk good sense. 

Don’t expect that the average newspaper reader reads much history, books on politics or 
listens to progressive radio. They are the people we want to reach. 

Try to show how actions, issues and events will effect the reader’s own lives, their 
children’s and grandchildren’s lives. 

Don’t be dogmatic and assume that only you have the truth. Present both sides but weight 
your argument on your side. Many people distrust statistics, “the facts”, authorities they 
don’t know, university professors, and scientists. The media is full of claims that they all 
can be unreliable. 

Questions can be much more powerful than bold statements. Present some reasonable 
facts and let your readers come to conclusions. That will more likely be remembered. 

Think very carefully how what you say will be heard. Put yourself in your reader’s shoes. 

Assume that the readers that you want to reach are quite distracted and uninformed. 

If you attack someone else’s beliefs, you are likely to strengthen those beliefs. 

Use terms that relate to your own community. Our own taxes, safety, families, future etc.

Avoid big concepts like bio-diversity, international peace, universal human rights, justice, 
and logic. Be specific. Avoid abbreviations. 

Instead of absolutes like nuclear disarmament, start with things like the reduction of 
nuclear weapons to a reasonable level. (We will deal with elimination after reduction.)

Use examples of things that are apparent. War profiteering, shabby treatments of our 
troops and vets. Point out local incidents and individuals that people can relate to. 
Politicians do it all the time and it works. “Just the other day I met …….”



Be carefully with the term “Peace”, refer to “these wars”, and talk about responsibility or 
accountability, our reputation, our future.  


